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Warning: Any resistance product can break or slip from its anchoring point during use if not properly 
secured. Proper stance and grip are required to safely use resistance bands and avoid loss of balance  
or injury in the event of breakage or slippage. Wearing eye protection is strongly recommended.

Performance Health®, TheraBand®, the Color Pyramid Design™ and Associated Colors™, CLX™  
trademarks are property of Performance Health and/or its affiliates and may be registered in  
the United States and other countries. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.

Description: Secure TheraBand® CLX® and Door Anchor in door. 
Start in a half kneeling position. Clasp hands together at chest 
height in CLX® loop. Extend arms outward from the chest and  
raise overhead in a slow controlled motion. Slowly lower arms  
and return to starting position.   
#SETS_________ #REPS_________

Exercise 2 — Pallof Press with Shoulder Flexion Exercise 1 — Shoulder Extension with Bridge 

Description: Secure TheraBand® CLX® and Door Anchor in door. 
Lay on back while placing a CLX® loop around each hand. Slowly 
extend arms down to the floor.
Progression: Bridge by lifting bottom up off the floor once arms 
are down to the floor.
#SETS_________ #REPS_________

Description: Start on back with shoulders, 
hips, and knees bent at 90 degrees. Place 
CLX® loop around each hand and each 
foot. Extend your right leg while moving your 
left arm overhead. Hold steady at the core 
throughout the movement. Return to starting 
position. Repeat with opposite upper and 
lower extremities. Return to starting position.  
#SETS_________ #REPS_________

Exercise 3 — Dead Bug with CLX®

Description: Place CLX® loop around 
each hand and each foot. Start on 
hands and knees. Raise right arm and 
left leg upwards until in line with trunk of 
body. Slowly return to starting position. 
Repeat with opposite upper and lower 
extremities. Return to starting position.   
#SETS_________ #REPS_________

Description: Lie on back with both legs 
over a TheraBand® Exercise Ball. Keep 
arms stretched out to the side on floor. 
Slowly roll the ball side to side in a  
controlled motion. Go as far as you  
can to the side without losing control  
and return to starting position.  
#SETS_________ #REPS_________

Exercise 4 — Spinal Rotation with Ball Exercise 5 — Bird Dog with CLX®  
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